Indiana University of Pennsylvania
Social Media Response Flowchart
DISCOVER

EVALUATE

IS IT A
COMPLIMENT?

WHO WROTE IT?

A COMPLAINT?

DECIDE:
Can you help?

Monitor
Avoid responding
to posts; delete if
it violates terms
of service or IUP’s
guidelines

TROLL
Does this person enjoy
being mean or causing
trouble?

ANY TYPE OF PERSON

Disclose your IUP
connection



Cite your sources using
links, images or videos



Think first and take time
to create a good
response.

Refer for follow-up as
needed



Respond in a tone that
reflects IUP’s values



Direct viewers to the
most relevant portions of
iup.edu

Correct
information in a followup post, link to
information if you can

RAGER
Is this a chronically
unhappy person, a joke
or satire?

ANOTHER ISSUE?


Share with appropriate areas
(area complimented)

Provide assistance
on site or privately

Contact privately,
listen

MISGUIDED
STAKEHOLDER
Are the facts wrong?

ALWAYS:

REFER

Thank the person.
Option to add more
info and/or reply
privately

Any type of person

Unhappy Stakeholder
Was there a negative
experience?

A post on your
site or another
site

RESPOND

Is the post
related to
IUP?

Delete: refer
commenter to
www.iup.edu/
socialmedia

Is it
relevant to
your site?

Is it sensitive? (i.e.
IUP should stop
buying products
from a vendor)

Consider whether to notify the
communications office or the
department involved

Is it positive?
Yes. i.e. student
group is organizing.
No. i.e. a call for
vandalism

Is it legitimate?
Yes. i.e. vendor
criticized in press.
No. i.e. “IUP should
ban vampires.”

Allow
discussion on
site, engage
as needed

Delete post;
consider
engaging
privately

DO NOT
ENGAGE

Delete: direct
commenter to
appropriate
site, if possible

Still not sure how to respond?
*Adapted from the DePaul University Post Response Flowchart

The Communications Office is always willing to consult with you before you act. Because deleting posts
could violate certain freedoms, it should be your last resort. If you aren’t sure how to respond, call the
Communications Office at 724-357-3062.

